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Magnetic hyperthermia-based cancer therapy (MHCT) has surfaced as one of the promising techniques for

inaccessible solid tumors. It involves generation of localized heat in the tumor tissues on application of an

alternating magnetic field in the presence of magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs). Unfortunately, lack of precise

temperature and adequate MNP distribution at the tumor site under in vivo conditions has limited its

application in the biomedical field. Evaluation of in vitro tumor models is an alternative for in vivo

models. However, generally used in vitro two-dimensional (2D) models cannot mimic all the

characteristics of a patient’s tumor and hence, fail to establish or address the experimental variables and

concerns. Considering that three-dimensional (3D) models have emerged as the best possible state to
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Table 1 Comprehensive summary o

Nanosystem
Size
(nm) Coating

La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 45 Tetraeth
HoxFe3�xO4 10–15 Citric a
Mn0.6Ga0.4Fe2O4 Pluroni
Fe3O4 21 Cetyltri

and pol
Fe3O4 100 Aminos
Fe3O4 21 Dextran
Fe3O4–gFe2O3 10–14 Polyphe
Fe3O4 27 —
MnxFe3�xO4 34 Citric a
Fe3O4 3 Steviosi
Fe3O4 45 Oleic ac
MnFe2O4 18 Chitosa
NiFe2O4 16 Polyeth

Fe3O4 14 Phosph
MnFe2O4 14 Tetraeth

Zn0.9Fe0.1Fe2O4 11 —
Fe68.2Cr11.5Nb0.3B20 20–40 Chitosa
CoxFe3�xO4, 0 < x <
1

8 —

g-Fe2O3 32 —
Fe3O4 15 Chitosa
MgFe2O4 12 Dextran
La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 25 Oleic ac
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View Article Online
replicate the in vivo conditions successfully in the laboratory for most cell types, it is possible to conduct

MHCT studies with higher clinical relevance for the analysis of the selection of magnetic parameters,

MNP distribution, heat dissipation, action and acquired thermotolerance in cancer cells. In this review,

various forms of 3D cultures have been considered and the successful implication of MHCT on them has

been summarized, which includes tumor spheroids, and cultures grown in scaffolds, cell culture inserts

and microfluidic devices. This review aims to summarize the contrast between 2D and 3D in vitro tumor

models for pre-clinical MHCT studies. Furthermore, we have collated and discussed the usefulness,

suitability, pros and cons of these tumor models. Even though numerous cell culture models have been

established, further investigations on the new pre-clinical models and selection of best fit model for

successful MHCT applications are still necessary to confer a better understanding for researchers.
1. Magnetic hyperthermia and the
role of the tumor microenvironment

Magnetic hyperthermia is a promising technique for cancer
treatment wherein the tumor cells are exposed to an externally
applied alternating magnetic eld (AMF) in the presence of
magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs). The AMF application induces
localized heat in the tumor tissues, raising the temperature to 42–
45 �C, at which cancer cells are killed specically, while healthy
cells remain unaffected.1,2 Besides this magneto-selectivity, the
capability to penetrate deep inside the tumormass forms another
major advantage of the MHCTmodality as compared to the other
treatment regimens including chemotherapy, radiotherapy and
surgery.3 Magnetic hyperthermia-mediated cancer therapy
(MHCT) was rst performed by Gilchrist et al., in 1957 (ref. 4) by
heating maghemite nanoparticles (20–100 nm sized) at 43–46 �C
f the advancement in MNP design f

Ms (emu
g�1)

yl orthosilicate 42
cid —
c F127 30.2
methylammonium bromide
ycaprolactone

64

ilane —
43

nol 70.84
37.5

cid —
de —
id —
n 58.34
ylene glycol 15

ate 63.6
yl orthosilicate 40

12
n 42

72

55
n 49.9

33.83
id 35

–3680
using 1.2 MHz AMF to tackle metastasis in lymphatic nodes.
Since then, MHCT has been explored for treatment of various
malignancies with MHCT-based clinical trials being underway
for prostate, brain, head and neck and esophagus cancers.5

Although MHCT is being exploited in clinical trials, further
in-depth understanding and research are required to fully
realize the therapeutic potential of the nano-theranostic tech-
nique. The proper functionality of MNPs for MHCT depends on
their intrinsic magnetic properties (saturation magnetization
and Curie temperature) as well as biophysical properties
(biocompatibility, colloidal stability, and heat generating
capabilities). The magnetic heat dissipations achieved from
MNPs are also dependent on the geometrical features of the
MNPs such as the particle size, composition, shape and surface
chemistry along with AMF parameters, such as frequency, eld
strength and duration of AMF exposure.1–3 Thus, with an aim to
or the MHCT study

AMF
SAR (W
g�1) Cell line targeted Ref.f (kHz) H (Oe)

350 176 255 Lung (A549) 6
488 300 337.3 — 7
354 128 160.9 — 8
312–
326

198–
790

255.12 Liver (HepG2) 9

557 300 320 Glioblastoma (C6) 10
150 150 52.3 Breast (MC4-L2) 11
570 300 — Microglial (BV2) 12
13 560 — 725 Glioblastoma (C6) 13
405 168 — Glioblastoma (C6) 14
405 168 80 Glioblastoma (C6) 15
265 335.2 80 Breast (MCF7) 16
307 754 270 Breast (MDA-MB-231) 17
260 49–

69.11
17–22 — 18

126 10.3 11.1 — 19
260 69.11 47.84–

84.65
— 20

700 34.4 36 Glioblastoma (U87-MG) 21
153 3500 215 Osteosarcoma 22
183 151 6.5–40.4 — 23

394 301.5 193 — 24
265 335.2 118.85 Fibroblasts (L929) 25
256 335.2 85.57 Fibroblasts (L929) 26
265 335.2 46 Human negroid cervix epitheloid

carcinoma (HeLa)
27
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maximize the specic absorption rate (SAR) i.e. the measure of
heat dissipated per unit mass of the nanoparticle, various
properties of MNPs have been investigated which include their
route of synthesis, particle–particle interactions, and size and
morphology of nanomaterials. Many synthesized MNPs with
varied characteristics and magnetizations for pre-clinical
MHCT applications have been studied. Table 1 shows
a comprehensive classication of different types of MNPs
designed for MHCT study against various cancers. However, the
understanding of biological effects of the localized heat gener-
ated at tumor tissues in a cellular environment still requires
a signicant amount of research work. Fig. 1 shows the sche-
matic layout of limited understanding of how magnetic hyper-
thermia affects tumor progression at the sub-cellular level.

Despite these advancements, various drawbacks of MHCT
still limits its unparalleled application in biomedical eld.
Some of these limitations include requirement of optimization
of the magnetic eld parameters, amount of MNPs adminis-
tered, delivering an effective dosage of MNPs at the tumor site
and precise measurement of temperature at the localized tumor
tissues.1,28 Hence, a major concern for clinical translation of
such nanotechnology-based therapies involve attaining the
desired therapeutic hyperthermia window with the lowest
amount of MNPs at lower frequency and eld strength.

One of the major challenges limiting the use of MHCT is the
underestimation of the role of the tumor microenvironment
(TME) in developing thermotolerance in cells. The TME
Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the mechanism of magnetic
hyperthermia at the sub-cellular level (A) using optimized nanosystems
by altering their size, composition, shape and surface chemistry; (B)
understanding the effect of loacalized heat at the sub-cellular level by
disrupting the membrane integrity/structure, induction of DNA
damage and apoptotic cell death, ROS generation, decreased mito-
chondrial membrane potential, upregulation of heat shock proteins
(HSPs) and activation of immune cells in the tumor microenvironment.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
comprises the various inltrating host cells, extracellular matrix
(ECM) components and secreted factors like growth factors,
cytokines, interleukins and chemokines (e.g. VEGF, IL-8 and
tumor necrosis factor) besides the heterogeneous cancer cell
population residing in the tumor mass.29,30 The crosstalk between
the TME and tumor cells is known to profoundly inuence the
rate of tumor progression. It can also dene therapeutic
responses and resistance, thus justifying the recent thrust to
target the TME components.31,32 Most of the published data
regarding MHCT is based on experiments performed in two-
dimensional (2D) conditions where cells are grown on rigid and
at surfaces, typically made of glass and polystyrene. These
traditional cell monolayer cultures, maintained under simplied
and laboratory conditions, fail to fully reect the essential phys-
iology of tissues. Upon 2D culturing, the tissue-specic architec-
ture and functions are modied in terms of altered cell shape,
forced polarity, biochemical signaling and the subsequent cell–
cell and cell–microenvironment communication.33,34 Despite
these drawbacks, laboratory based in vitro 2D experiments are
used to evaluate the cellular processes owing to their ease of
simplicity and application, reasonable cost and precise control
over the microenvironmental factors.35 For a further in-depth
conrmation of a physiological process or a mechanism
observed in vitro, the conventional approach is to test the system
in standard animal models, referred to as in vivo tumor models.
However, there may be substantial inconsistencies in the results
obtained when the in vitro experimental parameters decided in 2D
cultures are employed for in vivo models. Moreover, various
concerns regarding the distress or the pain of animals under
certain experimental procedures exist. Many experimental
animals are immunosuppressed and do not exhibit the same
interactions between tumor and stromal cells as those observed in
humans, which hinders the translation of laboratory research to
clinical applications.36 Hence, obtaining concordance between in
vivo experiments and clinical trials still remains a challenge.37,38

One possible way of bridging this gap is to use three-dimensional
(3D) in vitro tumor models to better mimic the complexity of
tumor biology.39 In 3D in vitro models, the cells are grown as
aggregates of either single or multiple cell types which promotes
cellular proliferation in a geometrical fashion, stimulating
production of ECM and thus, enhancing the cell–cell contact and
communication.40–42 Fig. 2 represents the morphological differ-
ences observed for rat glioma C6 cells under different cultural
conditions in our lab using scanning electron microscopy (JSM-
IT300, Jeol Ltd, Japan). As depicted in the gure, cells display
at morphology with attachment to the surface (glass cover slip in
this case) when grown in 2D cultures and as aggregates of single
cells forming spheroids (magnied view shown) when grown as
3D cultures on agarose gels. The morphological depiction of cells
observed in 3D closely mimics the clustered tumor mass found
under in vivo conditions (Fig. 3). 3D cultures can thus mimic both
the physiological geometry of the malignant tissue and also its
interaction with the tumormicroenvironment to which the cancer
cells are exposed that ultimately decides the fate of tumors when
subjected to AMF (e.g., survival, progression, heterogeneity in
gene expression and drug resistance).43–45 The ideal in vitro 3D
tumor model could thus closely resemble the patient’s tumors
Nanoscale Adv., 2021, 3, 3663–3680 | 3665
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Fig. 2 Representation of cellular morphology of rat glioma C6 cells under 2D and 3D cultural conditions as observed by scanning electron
microscopy in our lab. Cells were cultured on a glass coverslip in case of 2D (left panel) or on agarose gel to form 3D spheroid cultures (right
panel). Scale bar ¼ 5 mm.
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eliminating the therapeutic differences observed as wemove from
in vitro testing to clinical applications of MHCT. 3D culturing
would further allow simultaneous testing of numerous variables
for an optimized hyperthermia treatment to be applied directly to
human samples, thus establishing MHCT as the sole therapy
regime for malignancies across the scientic community.35

To promote the research for an efficient MHCT approach at
the pre-clinical level, the establishment of a reliable and vali-
dated 3D tumor model would be of keen interest. So, this article
is focused on the caveats and suitability of using 3D over 2D in
vitro models, specically in MHCT applications.
2. Differences in therapeutic
responses between 2D and 3D
culturing
2.1 Differences in the tumor microenvironment (TME)

The exchange between the tumor microenvironment (TME) and
the tumor cells has evolved as a foremost challenge for
Fig. 3 Tumor microenvironment under different culture conditions i.e.

3666 | Nanoscale Adv., 2021, 3, 3663–3680
predicting outcomes of cancer therapies owing to the
complexity and heterogeneity of various tumors.46,47 The TME is
comprised of various non-malignant cell types and their
stroma, such as broblasts, cells of the immune system (T-cells,
B-cells, NK-cells and macrophages), mesenchymal cells, and
endothelial cells, which all have a specic role in the progres-
sion or regression of the tumor.48 Probing interactions between
tumor cells and cellular components of the TME forms a plat-
form where the complex features of tumors, such as prolifera-
tion, metastasis and chemoresistance can be inspected.35

However, the TME may vary under different culture condi-
tions (Fig. 3). Under 2D culture conditions, cells grow as
monolayers with forced polarized cell adhesion and limited
contact with adjoining cells. This growth pattern allows them to
get a homogeneous supply of oxygen, nutrients and growth
factors present in the media, which results in abnormal cell
growth and distribution of cell surface receptors in an unreal-
istic manner, which is consequential for them to fail to mimic
the natural in vivo conditions (Fig. 3(A)). These limitations have
encouraged the development of many 3D in vitro models to
(A) 2D, (B) 3D and (C) in vivo conditions.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Fig. 4 Characteristics of 3D cultures as represented by tumor spheroids. (A) Cells are organized in a heterogenous arrangement, mainly in three
layers (dividing, senescent and necrotic cells) owing to differential supply of nutrients and oxygen within the cells packed in the inner core which
resembles that observed in patient tumors. (B) Tightly packed cellular organization in spheroids hinders penetration capability of drugs or
nanoparticles leading to non-uniform distribution in tumors. Cellular organisation also favors tumor re-growth from a small cellular cluster
resulting from lesser damage to cells on AMF application. (C) Enhanced contact between various cells (cancer–cancer and cancer–stromal cells
interaction) reproduces the integrin distribution and signal transduction pathways found under in vivo conditions. (D) Representation of
differential gene expression levels obtained from cultures grown in 2D, 3D and in vivo conditions.
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better mimic the complex pathophysiological characteristics of
the TME in vitro (Fig. 3(B and C)).

In 3D in vitro tumor models, as represented here by
a spheroid (Fig. 4, key gure), many studies have shown that
such tumor spheroids display complex architecture with
heterogeneous cell morphologies i.e. the cellular organization
of spheroids commonly is in 3 layers (Fig. 4(A)):49,50

(i) An innermost hypoxic core with mainly necrotic cells.
(ii) A middle layer comprising of senescent cells and.
(iii) An outer layer of proliferating cells.
Hence, with this proliferation gradient, the 3D cultures

represent better approximation of tumor heterogenicity as
observed under in vivo conditions. The level of oxygen and
nutrients is lower in the inner core due to highly compact cell
density and increased ECM secretion, which successfully
translates the in vivo tumor conditions.35 The hypoxic environ-
ment in the core leads to an increased amount of glycolysis
producing lactate to obtain energy by a process called the
Warburg effect.51 The accumulation of lactate in spheroids
further results in acidication of its interior (pH of 6.5–7.2),
a phenomenon that also occurs within the in vivo tumor
microenvironment.52,53 The arrangement of cells in three
different zones also leads to variable heat sensitivity among the
layers, as demonstrated by increased thermo-sensitivity in the
nutrient-depleted monolayer cultures which closely resemble
the cells present in the innermost nutrient-depleted necrotic
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
zone of the spheroids with higher thermo-sensitivity.54 This is
further supported by the independent observation of enhanced
central necrotic zone diameter aer hyperthermia treatment by
Sutherland and group.55 In accordance with this, we have also
observed an increase in central necrotic zone of rat glioma C6
spheroids on the application of AMF of strength 168 G and
frequency of 405 kHz for 20 min using a DM2 equipped-DM100
heating system (nB nanoscale Biomagnetics Spain). The results
were visualized by the live/dead assay using a Zeiss LSM880
confocal microscope (Carl Zeiss, Thornwood, New York) (Chart
1).

In addition to the proliferation gradient, the drug concen-
tration gradient also exists in 3D cultures owing to the tight
compact packing of cells in the spheroids.35 Such drug hetero-
genicity in 3D models is conducive to variations in therapeutic
responses to MHCT achieved as compared to responses in 2D
cultures. As depicted in Fig. 3(B), the barrier formed by the
cancer-associated broblasts cells, mainly the ECM–cell barrier
(a5- and b1-integrin) and cell–cell contact (E-cadherins) can
limit the amount of drugs or nanoparticles penetrating inside
the spheroids.56,57 One study investigated the combinatorial
effect of a melanogenesis-targeting drug, N-propionyl-4-
cysteaminylphenol (NPrCAP), and exogenous heat therapy
(42 �C for 60 min) on 3D culture of melanoma (B16F1) cell
spheroids formed in collagen gel.58 Themelanogenesis of B16F1
cells was found to be 29-fold higher in the 3D cultures than that
Nanoscale Adv., 2021, 3, 3663–3680 | 3667
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Chart 1 Live/dead assay to study the effect of MHCT on C6 spheroids.
Live/dead assay on C6 tumor 3D cultures representing (A) untreated
cells and (B) cells exposed to AMF (405 kHz and 168 G) for 20 min. The
AMF exposure resulted in enhancement of central necrotic zone area
in the spheroids as seen by increased uptake of propidium iodide (PI)
dye. Live cells were stained green using Fluorescein diacetate (FDA;
Invitrogen) and dead/necrotic cells were stained red using propidium
iodide (PI; Invitrogen) Scale bar ¼ 200 mm.
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observed in the 2D environment. Also, the IC50 value of NPrCAP
coupled with heat treatment was observed to be 2-fold higher in
the 3D cultures (0.30 mM) than in 2D monolayer cultures
(0.15 mM). The results achieved indicate that spheroid forma-
tion reduces the chemosensitivity of cancer cells as promoted by
cancer–stromal cell signaling, thus presenting as a better
screening platform for the in vitro studies.47,59 Another study by
Brüningk and group, reported tumor re-growth of two different
cancer cell lines, namely colorectal (HCT116) and squamous
cell carcinoma (CAL27) cultured as spheroids, while the
monolayers of both the cell lines exhibited no such tumor re-
growth aer heat exposure.42 Thus, indicating that the heat
response is governed by factors specic to the culture condi-
tions, such as the cellular environment or enhanced contact
between cells in 3D cultures (Fig. 4(C)).

ECM-related signaling pathways, particularly, ECM–cell
exchanges can inuence tumor progression by altering the
expression of proteinases (e.g., metalloproteinases (MMPs)) that
Table 2 Comparison of 2D and 3D in vitro tumor models

Properties 2D

Morphology Forced polarization, leading
Tumor heterogenicity Uniform

Gene expression Altered expression of genes o

Differentiation of cells Non-spontaneous

Angiogenesis Non-functional (observationa
Cost Cheap
Reproducibility Consistent with slight variat
Resemblance to in vivo tumor models Negligible

3668 | Nanoscale Adv., 2021, 3, 3663–3680
can modify the ECM structure and thus promote cancer cell
migration and invasion to other tissues.60,61 Other cell targets
include cell surface molecules like integrins which form the
main cell adhesion receptors that play a vital role in cell
signaling, cell migration and are thus associated with primary
benign tumors translation to malignant tumor mass.62,63

However, the expression of such a crucial tumor fate deciding
factor is known to vary under different cultural conditions. Cells
grown in monolayers exhibit fewer cell–cell contacts with
integrin clustering while, growth in 3D promotes clustered cell
growth with enhanced cell–cell contact points, and homoge-
nous distribution of integrins across the cell membrane in
association with ECM proteins.64 This lack of integrin clustering
likely leads to different signal transduction events in 3D
cultures as compared with those grown in 2D (Fig. 4(C)). For
example, studies have reported ECM-b1 integrin interaction to
play a vital role in regulating growth and progression of PC3
prostate carcinoma cell line in 3D cultures, while depletion of
b1 integrin had no such effect on the growth of PC3 cells in 2D.65

Such differential signal transduction events depending upon
the culture conditions can result in false prediction of the
therapeutic outcome in 2D cultures. Thus, hindering the
understanding of the true molecular pathogenic pathways
involved in cancer cells treated with heat or other adjuvant
therapies.

Besides the expression of cell surface molecules and variable
cell signaling pathways, gene expression proles of various
proteins are also strongly affected by the 3D cellular organiza-
tion characteristic of cancer cells.41 Unlike the expression in 2D
cultures, the gene expression pattern observed in spheroids has
been found comparable to those achieved in solid tumors in
vivo (Fig. 4(D)).66–69 To validate this, Ghosh and co-workers have
reported over-expression of genes responsible for skin cancer
progression and metastasis in 3D cultures as compared to the
conventional 2D cultures of melanoma cells.66 Kumar et al. have
also reported expression of several proteins involved in meta-
bolic activity, signal transduction, cytoskeletal components,
transport polypeptides and heat stress to be upregulated in
spheroids as compared to in monolayer cultures of neuroblas-
toma solid tumor cells by two-dimensional polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis.67 In addition, similar results have also been
3D

to shape change Conserved polarization with true shape intact
Existence of cell proliferation and drug
gradients

bserved Better representation of proliferation, cell
signaling proteins and other growth factors
expression levels
Could be spontaneous due to increased cell–cell
and/or cell–ECM interactions

l only) Could be functional
Increases as more components are added

ion Difficult
Comparatively higher

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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reported for 3D tumor spheroids mimicking liver hepatocellular
carcinoma;68 mesothelioma69 and colorectal cancer.70 Table 2
presents a comparison of the properties of cells grown under 2D
and 3D conditions.

Overall, all the above mentioned in vitro 3D tumor charac-
teristics (Fig. 4) present an important link for successful
translation of in vitro cultures to ideally mimic the precise 3D
microenvironment of in vivo tumors.

2.2 Differences in the heat stress response between 2D and
3D cultures

The heat stress response to MHCT by practically all cells and
tissues is exhibited by the heat shock proteins (HSPs) expres-
sion in a devised way to rescue the denatured proteins and
promote cell survival.71 Most of the HSPs behave as molecular
chaperones to repair the consequences of heat stress to other
cellular proteins namely protein aggregation, misfolding or
disruption of regulatory complexes. The mammalian family of
HSPs can be broadly classied into ve categories correspond-
ing to their molecular size: HSP100, HSP90, HSP70, HSP60, and
other small HSPs (15–30 kDa). The expression of these HSPs is
upregulated in response to sublethal stressful stimuli like
osmotic stress,72 hypoxia,73 heat stress,74 ionizing radiation75

and mechanical stress76 (Fig. 5(A)). The characteristic prefer-
ential up-regulation of HSPs is part of a greater stress recovery
process that activates the cellular mechanisms to promote
survival aer an initial insult.74,77 The heat shock response is
mainly regulated by a family of transcription factors among
which the heat shock factor 1 (HSF1) comprises the main
Fig. 5 Differential heat shock response under 2D and 3D culture con
conditions, heat stress response is activated which induces differential
denotes transcription factor for HSPs (heat shock factor 1); HSE denote
under 2D conditions causes higher cell death as cells are exposed to AM
tolerance owing to enhanced expression of HSPs.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
regulator of HSP expression. Upon activation by stress stimuli,
HSF1 is translocated from the inactive monomeric state in the
cytoplasm to the homo-trimerized state in the nucleus, where it
binds to the heat shock elements (HSEs) located upstream of
the HSP gene promotor to induce the HSPs gene transcription
(Fig. 5(B)).

However, the heat stress response may vary for cultures
grown under different conditions. The cells grown in the 2D
environment are subjected to nearly uniform distribution of
MNPs throughout the surface of the tissue culture dish.
However, in the 3D microenvironment, the cellular distribution
of MNPs is far from uniform owing to the organizational
behavior of tumor cells which is conducive to hypoxic condi-
tions with poor vascularization within the necrotic cores78

(Fig. 4). On heat stress (by AMF application or by other means),
cells cultured in 2D generally face more mechanical damage
with signicant cell death14,15 while the tumor spheroids
generated in 3D form distorted structures with enhanced
central necrotic zone and lower decrease in cell viability
(Fig. 5(C)).35 In support of this, Durand (1978) has reported
acquired thermotolerance in Chinese hamster V79 cells as
spheroids relative to those heated in monolayer cultures at
temperatures >43 �C using an exogenous water bath.79 The
different levels of HSP expression, as discussed in Section 2.1
(Fig. 4(D)) could be a plausible reason for such observed ther-
apeutic differences between 2D and 3D cultures. In accordance
with this observed effect, a study reports the expression of
HSP27 to be dependent upon the culture conditions of the cells
with higher expression in cells grown in the 3D environment.80
ditions. (A) On application of AMF to cells cultured under 2D or 3D
expression of HSPs depending upon the culture conditions; (B) HSF1
s heat shock elements (DNA binding domain for HSF1); (C) heat stress
F uniformly while under 3D conditions, cells acquire higher thermo-
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Chart 2 Expression analysis of HSPs under different culture conditions. Time-dependent comparative gene expression analysis of (A) HSP70 and
(B) HSP90 as expressed in monolayers and 3D tumor spheroids of C6 glioma cells after exposure to AMF of strength 168 G and 405 kHz for
20 min.
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Similarly, another study reported comparative expression
analysis of expression levels of HSP70 in prostate cancer cells
(PC3) grown in 2D and 3D culture environments.74 They also
evaluated the incidence of cell death mechanisms i.e. apoptosis
and necrosis of PC3 in response to hyperthermia. To induce
controlled hyperthermia, the cells were exposed to an exoge-
nous heat source – water bath maintained in the temperature
range of 37–57 �C for a period up to 2 h. The results indicated
reduced cell death incidence in cells grown in 3D cultures than
those grown as monolayers with higher expression levels of
HSP70 in response to heat stress. We have also observed such
differential expression of HSPs, namely HSP70 and 90, aer
AMF application (168 G and 405 kHz) for 20 min using a DM100
nano-magnetic heating system (nB nanoscale Biomagnetics,
Spain) under different culture conditions i.e.monolayer and 3D
cultures of rat glioma C6 cells (Chart 2). The expression analysis
was done immediately aer AMF exposure as well as aer 24 h
of re-culturing cells post-heat stress to analyze the long term
effects of the therapy. As represented in the gure, the expres-
sion level of both HSPs was observed to be time-dependent with
higher thermo-tolerance attributed in 3D cultures with higher
expression of HSPs.

Various studies have indicated the increased expression of
HSPs to be involved in the establishment of the malignant
phenotype, including programmed cell death inhibition,
sustaining angiogenesis, and reducing chemosensitivity.1,81–84

HSPs are essential for the survival and progression of neoplastic
cells and thus, represent potential targets for anti-cancer therapy.
Understanding the mechanisms and the cellular signaling
machinery involved to inhibit up-regulation of these self-defensive
HSPs gene expression by cancer cells can widely enhance the long
term efficacy of MHCT. In this regard, various studies have re-
ported use of small molecule drug inhibitors of HSPs like
Pithrin-mu and Quercetin against HSP70,85,86 Geldamycin or its
less toxic derivatives like 17-AAG against HSP90;87–89 anti-HSPs
targeted antibodies against extracellular or membrane-bound
HSPs.90,91 Machida et al. investigated and compared radio-
sensitization of human squamous cell carcinoma cell lines grown
3670 | Nanoscale Adv., 2021, 3, 3663–3680
both as monolayers and as multicellular spheroids on inhibition
of HSP90 by 17-AAG aer X-ray irradiation (6 Gy) using a linear
accelerator (Mitsubishi Medical Linac, Mitsubishi Electric,
Japan).87 17-AAG enhanced the radiosensitization of the cancer
cells both in monolayers and spheroids however, a higher
concentration of 17-AAG was required for spheroids (1 mM) as
compared to that for monolayers (0.2 mM) to achieve similar
cancer cell death. Similarly, Matokanovic and group reported
simultaneous inhibition of HSP70 and 90 to enhance the glioma
cell death using Hsp70 siRNA and celastrol as the HSP90 inhib-
itor.92 The results indicated that higher concentrations of both
celastrol and Hsp70 siRNA were necessary to induce comparable
cell death as that observed in monolayer cultures. The need for
higher dose of HSP inhibitors in 3D cultures to achieve compa-
rable therapeutic outcomes with that in 2D could be attributed
either to higher expression levels of HSPs and/or to the inefficient
distribution of the drugs into the tumor cluster in the former case.

Hence, with HSPs being held conducive for the acquired
thermo-tolerance in cancer cells on heat stress, their over-
expression in spheroids facilitates the notion that the in vivo
tumor microenvironment is better accounted for in in vitro 3D
models. These differences thus highlight the importance of
selecting physiologically relevant 3D in vitro tumor models in
assessing true therapeutic responses of MHCT in experimental
settings to effectively evaluate and optimize the potential of the
therapy regime.
3. Successful 3D in vitro tumor
models for MHCT

Various groups have reported therapeutic response of MHCT in
3D in vitro tumor models. 3D culturing has been performed for
multiple applications including generation of tumor spheroids,
culture growth in microuidic devices to generate organs-on-a-
chip, culturing tumor cells on cell culture inserts and embed-
ding cells in 3D tissue scaffolds. The detailed 3D in vitro tumor
models with their successful implications for MHCT are dis-
cussed below.
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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3.1 Tumor spheroids

Despite the advantages of 3D culturing over 2D cultures, the
number of studies using 3D cell culture models to investigate
the therapeutic effect of MHCT is still scarce as of now.93 Most of
these limited studies have mainly investigated tumor spheroids
as 3D cell cultures.

A magneto-responsive energy/drug carrier system that
promotes deep tumor penetration using lactoferrin-capped
mesoporous MNPs for therapy of a 3D brain cancer model
(RG2 cells) was generated by Su et al. (2015).57 For the chemo-
magneto combinatorial therapy, both peruorohexane (PFH)
and Paclitaxel (PTX) drugs were loaded into porous structures of
NPs. The cytotoxic effect of both short and longer duration of
magnetic eld of strength 50 Oe and 50 kHz was evaluated.
Short-duration (1 min) magneto-triggered PFH release was able
to cause destruction of tumor spheroids, enhancing the drug
penetration depth and concentration accumulated in deep
tumors. Whereas, long-duration MF treatment (5 min) further
led to generation of intense heat with a burst-like drug release
in tumor spheroids, causing reduction of cell viability to just 4%
as a result of the thermo-chemo-therapy.

Stocke et al. (2017) reported evaluation of the in vitro thera-
nostic application of inhalable composites containing MNPs
using a physiologically relevant metastatic triple negative breast
cancer (TNBC) 3D model representative of the secondary lung
malignancy characteristics (Fig. 5(A)).93 The study evaluated the
effect of both low and highMNP concentrations exposed to AMF
of strength 691 Oe and 300 kHz for 1 h using a Taylor Wineld®
AMF Source (Youngstown, OH). While the application of
inhalable magnetic composites to the micrometastatic 3D
Fig. 6 Successful implications of 3D tumor cell culture models for MHC
Reprinted with permission from ref. 93 © (2017) Elsevier. (B) Reprinte
permission from ref. 95 © (2019) American Chemical Society. (D) Reprin
permission from ref. 111 © (2016) American Chemical Society. (F) Reprint
(G) With permission from ref. 113 © 2016 Royal Society of Chemistry.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
TNBC model established from cancer and stromal cells showed
no measurable harmful effects in the absence of AMF exposure,
spheroids subjected to MHCT in the presence of higher MNP
concentration (1 mg mL�1) caused a signicant increase in
cellular death/damage with cellular disintegration and cellular
debris release. Thus, indicating the therapeutic potential of
these inhalable magnetic composites as a promising approach
for the thermal treatment of diseased lungs.

A study by Ullah et al. (2019) evaluated macrophages as
transporters for nanoparticle-conjugated drugs as well as
controlled release by the simultaneous disruption of the cargo
cells and the controlled AMF induced release of a toxin (may-
tansinoid), which was covalently linked to silica-coated SPIONs
(T-SPIONs) via a thermo-sensitive linker in 3D tumor spheroids
(Fig. 6(B)).94 The 3D co-culture model was designed using T-
SPION-loaded macrophages (J774a.1) : endothelial tumour
cells (K-ECs) in a ratio of 1 : 40. The 3D cultures were exposed to
AMF of strength 60 Oe and 779 kHz for 40 min using a magnetic
eld inductor Hu5000+ (Himmel, Germany). The results
showed a strong reduction in cellular metabolic activity and
thus viability in spheroids containing T-SPION-loaded macro-
phages aer AMF application, indicating that the successful
release of the toxin in the 3D spheroids induces death of the
tumor cells.

A study further investigated the comparative therapeutic
response of the mitochondrial-guiding agent triar-
ylphosphonium (TPP)-conjugated MNPs (TPP-SPIONs) on liver
tumor HepG2 cell viability when grown as monolayers and
spheroids generated by co-culturing with 3T3 broblasts cells
(Fig. 6(C)).95 The results showed that TPP-SPIONs-mediated
T-based therapies in tumor spheroids (A–D); and scaffolds (E–G). (A)
d with permission from ref. 94 © (2019) Elsevier. (C) Reprinted with
ted with permission from ref. 96 © (2020) Elsevier. (E) Reprinted with
ed with permission from ref. 112 © (2018) American Chemical Society.
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MHCT is more efficient in reducing the HepG2 tumor cells
viability in monolayers in contrast to co-cultured with stromal
cells in 3D. During spheroid formation, the participating cells
were observed to self-organize into a layered structure with
HepG2 cells forming the core and 3T3 broblasts forming an
outer shell. The presence of broblasts cells on the outer layer
hindered SPIONs permeability inside the inner core of the
spheroids owing to the cellular secretases (ECM proteins) by 3T3
cells. The employed liver tumor spheroid model represented the
incapability of TPP-SPIONs to cause any signicant difference in
3D cultures similar to tumor tissues in vivo, where the efficiency
of TPP-SPIONs in MHCT treatment is inhibited by the ECM
barrier. Thus, the study further validates the importance to
consider the TME (as discussed in Section 2.1) to predict the true
credibility of theranostic agents to be employed for MHCT. On
similar lines, recently another study by Piehler et al., also studied
the therapeutic response of MHCT on brillary collagen archi-
tecture in in vitro pancreatic cancermodel, comprising 3D hetero-
tumor spheroids made up of pancreatic cancer (Panc-1) cells and
broblasts (WI-38) cells, capable of producing collagen bers
(Fig. 6(D)).96 Their results showed that besides activation of
apoptotic cell death, such MNPs-based MHCT is conducive to
leakages in the brillary collagen matrix and the pancreatic
tumor tissue, which would further favor the blood perfusion and
therefore enhance the permeation of therapeutic agents to the
pancreatic tumors. This means that in non-accessible tumors,
MHCT might induce irreversible damage to tumor ECM,
improving the accessibility of tumors to the chemotherapeutic
agents for effective adjuvant therapy.
3.2 Cell culture inserts

The cell culture inserts form the scaffold-based 3D systems in
which cells grow anchored to biomaterials (like collagen, chi-
tosan, gelatin, etc.) that resemble the ECM architecture.50,97 For
central nervous system therapies, the intact blood–brain barrier
(BBB) constitutes a major roadblock for drug delivery, as 98% of
small molecules are unable to enter the brain.98,99 Strategies to
enhance delivery have included either modications of thera-
peutic agents, exploiting receptor-mediated transport systems,
or temporary disruption of the BBB.100 Development of new
effective CNS therapies or delivery techniques requires
a detailed understanding of the mechanisms of BBB transport,
as well as extensive testing and optimization in model systems.
One such most widely used in vitro model system for BBB
research is the transwell assay, with applications in drug
screening and mechanistic studies of BBB regulation.101–103

Numerous studies have demonstrated the therapeutic
response of hyperthermia in combination with chemotherapy to
aid the transport of drug-loaded nano-heaters across the BBB by
temporarily impairing the permeability of the barrier and hence
enhancing the amount of drug delivered at the desired tumor
site, also maximizing the therapeutic efficiency of the hyper-
thermia approach.104–107 A study demonstrated AMF-induced
enhanced permeation of FePt nanoparticles across the BBB
using an in vitro transwell model made up of MDCKII cells
seeded onto the inserts (Corning, USA) coated with 2% gelatin
3672 | Nanoscale Adv., 2021, 3, 3663–3680
solution.108 The inserts when exposed to magnetic hyperthermia
using an induction heating unit (Easy Heat 8310, Ambrell; UK) at
265 kHz for 5 min resulted in enhanced permeation of MNPs
across the BBB attributed to the disruption of tight junctions by
AMF exposure. Hence, indicating that MHCT not only signi-
cantly enhances the permeation of chemotherapeutic agents but
may also increase the MNP BBB association and ux in the brain
tumor tissues. Enhanced accumulation of hyperthermic agents
in brain tissues will ultimately augment the effectiveness of
MHCT-based brain therapies.
3.3 Scaffolds

Though the tumor spheroids generated mimic tumors under in
vivo conditions, they still fail to mimic the tumor microenvi-
ronment completely as they generally lack the presence of
ECM.10 ECM comprising components like collagen bers, hya-
luronan, glycoproteins and proteoglycans plays a crucial role in
the cellular microenvironment as it holds the cells together,
enabling them to form complex tissues.109 For the cancer cells to
metastasize, they need to disrupt the ECM structure to generate
space for further advancement of the malignant cells.109,110

Hence, while evaluating the true therapeutic response of MHCT
in cell culture models, consideration of ECM surfaces as an
essential parameter.

A study by Kumeria et al., demonstrated the application of
doxorubicin-loaded iron oxide nanowires produced from
bacteria – Mariprofundus ferrooxydans (Bac-FeOxNWs) as
hyperthermic agents for 3D cultures of human breast cancer
cells (MDA-MB231-TXSA) developed in Matrigel (Fig. 6(E)).111

The AMF application (using a custom-built AMF generator
operating at 230 kHz) increased the localized temperature by
14 �C with �34% reduction in cell viability. Another study re-
ported the evaluation of cellular damage mechanisms by MHCT
by generating collagen-based 3D cell culture tumor models
using murine macrophage/monocyte cell line (RAW 264.7)
(Fig. 6(F)).112 Collagen forms the most abundant protein of the
extracellular matrix and is also known to play a crucial role in
the tumor ECM. Activation of cell death mechanisms was
observed on exposure of 3D cell cultures to an AMF of strength
377.5 kHz and eld amplitude of 13 kA m�1 using a commercial
AMF generator (nB nanoscale Biomagnetics, Spain). Also, the
collagen matrix was observed to be altered by extracellular
MNPs indicating use of magnetic hyperthermia as a tool to
disrupt the TME and improve the effectiveness of other cancer
treatments that have limitations in crossing this barrier.

Further, a study reported the development of a 3D-printed b-
tricalcium phosphate bioceramic scaffold with surface modica-
tion of Fe3O4 nanoparticles/graphene oxide nanocomposite layers
(b-TCP–Fe–GO) for bone tumor therapy (Fig. 6(G)).113 The scaffolds
exhibited magnetothermal properties owing to the Fe3O4 nano-
particles in the scaffolds with temperature rise up to 50–80 �C
under AMF exposure for 15 minutes using a DM100 system (nB
nanoscale Biomagnetics, Spain). The excellent magnetothermal
effect of b-TCP–Fe–GO scaffolds inducedmore than 75% cell death
for osteosarcoma cells (MG-63). Thus, indicating the potential
application of such magneto-active scaffolds for cancer therapy.
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Table 3 Properties of 2D (monolayers) and 3D (spheroids, inserts, scaffolds and microfluidic chips) in vitro tumor models

Cell culture models TME resemblance Cellular properties
Possible roles in the
MHCT study MHCT study parameters Ref.

2D cultures
monolayers - cells
cultured on rigid and
at surfaces, typically
made of glass and
polystyrene

Low: cells display undetectable
to low expression of ECM
proteins like collagen. Exhibit
poor cell–cell and cell–ECM
contacts

Heterogeneity: uniform.
Cells are subject to uniform
distribution of nutrients and
growth conditions

Initial nanoparticle or
drug efficacy studies
either alone or in
combination with MHCT

Cell viability: analyzed by
various techniques like -

14
and
15

Gene expression: generally
lower than that observed in
tumor tissues

Quantitative measurement:
MTT, alamar blue, XTT, ow
cytometry
Qualitative measurement:
live/dead assay; tunnel assay

Drug gradient: no drug
gradient is observed
indicating uniform effect of
drugs administered giving
higher cell death

Heat shock response:
expression studies of HSPs
on heat stress and
enhancement of the
therapeutic effect on
knockdown of HSPs using
siRNA

85

Absence of drug penetration
barriers.

Combinatorial studies: effect
of MHCT in combination
with other adjuvant
therapies like chemotherapy
and radiation therapy

1
and
14

3D cultures: spheroids
– aggregates or
clusters of cells

Moderate to high: ECM is
generated in a similar fashion
as in in vivo conditions. Exhibit
higher cell–cell and cell–ECM
contacts

Heterogeneity: non-uniform.
Cells gets spontaneously
organized into different
layers (proliferation zone,
quiescent zone and necrotic
zone) mimicking in vivo
conditions

Nanoparticles
penetration depth in the
tumors – forming
nanoparticle gradient in
different cellular layers

Cell viability: analyzed by
various techniques like-
quantitative measurement:
alamar blue, lactate
dehydrogenase, acid
phosphatase, ow cytometry

111,
113
and
122

Gene expression: differential
gene expression is observed
among cells present in
different layers of the tumor
cell culture models. Overall,
higher expression of genes is
observed as compared to 2D
cultures that are similar to
those observed in tumor
tissues

Therapeutic gradient
formed due to increased
central necrotic zone on
AMF exposure with outer
cells being not much
affected

Qualitative measurement:
live/dead assay; tunnel assay

Drug gradient: existence of
drug gradient is observed as
layered cell organization in
3D cultures results in
hindrance to free
penetration of drugs/
nanomaterials
administrated to the
centrally present cells
(necrotic zone). Drug
penetration barriers formed
by ECM components and
cellular organization are
present

Heat shock response:
differential expression of
HSPs as compared to 2D
cultures

74
and
80

Inserts - cells grown
on scaffold-based
biomaterials

3D scaffolds in the inserts may
be constructed using ECM
mimicking biomaterials like
collagen, bronectin, etc.
Exhibit higher cell–cell and
cell–ECM contacts

Nanoparticle ux across
the biological barriers by
temporarily disruption of
the tight junctions by
AMF exposure

TME: importance of the TME
in limiting drug/MNP
penetration inside 3D
cultures. Degradation of
ECM proteins on AMF
application

95,
96
and
112

Scaffolds - cells seeded
in gel-based 3D
structures

Cells are normally embedded
in biomaterials that resemble
properties of ECM proteins.
Exhibit higher cell–cell and
cell–ECM contacts

Effect of AMF exposure at
different tumor stages by
varying the scaffold
architecture

Tumor penetration: effect of
AMF application in
enhanced penetration of
nanoparticles in the 3D
tumor cultures either by
ECM degradation or
temporary barrier disruption

96
and
112

Effect of MHCT on
cellular processes when
shielded by ECM-like
environment

Combinatorial studies: effect
of MHCT in combination
with other adjuvant
therapies like chemotherapy
and radiation therapy

57

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry Nanoscale Adv., 2021, 3, 3663–3680 | 3673
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Table 3 (Contd. )

Cell culture models TME resemblance Cellular properties
Possible roles in the
MHCT study MHCT study parameters Ref.

Microuidic devices -
cells seeded in
organon chips

Surfaces of the chips are
coated with biomaterials
resembling ECM like collagen,
bronectin, etc. Exhibit higher
cell–cell and cell–ECM
contacts

Study of AMF effects
under physiological
mimicking ow rates and
cellular environment
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3.4 Microuidic devices

Microuidics has helped tremendously to understand the bio-
logical processes involved for greater development in various
elds like immunoassays,114 DNA analyses,115 drug assays,116

tissue engineering,117 biosensors,118 etc. Among all the 3D
culture techniques, the microuidic platform is one of the most
promising methods, as the system reproduces cell–cell inter-
actions, growth factor gradients, and mechanical and shear
stress properties of the TME with a high level of accuracy
compared to other methods, thus replacing and reducing the
use of murine models for several biomedical applications.119–121

One such use of these therapies is applied by hyperthermia
treatments, such as MHT in tumors.

The efficacy of MHCT on an organ-on-a-chip designed for
a glioblastoma model has also been evaluated to mimic tumors
by Mamani et al.122 In order to generate the GBM tumor model,
they cultured rat glioma C6 cells in a microuidic device from
SynVivo Inc (Huntsville, AL, US). On administration of
aminosilane-coatedMNPs (10mgFe mL�1), cells were exposed to
AMF of strength 300 Oe and 305 kHz for a period of 30 min
using a DMC1-equipped DM100 nanomagnetic heating system
(nB nanoScale Biomagnetics, Spain). The study validated the
therapeutic process of MHCT in the GBM on-a-chip tumor
model to be effective as it resulted in complete cell lyses aer 30
minutes of AMF exposure.

As far as our knowledge is concerned, until now, this is the
only study reported that demonstrates the application of MHCT
in in vitro 3D cultures established in a microuidic device.
However, this study paves way for more research into the area in
lieu of bridging the gap between successful therapeutic
response from in vitro to in vivo conditions owing to the feasi-
bility and reproducibility of the cultures.

Table 3 lists and compares the properties and study design
parameters investigated and also the possible roles of the tumor
models for both 2D (monolayers) and 3D (spheroids, inserts,
scaffolds and microuidic chips) cell cultures for MHCT.
4. Concluding remarks and future
prospects

Even though evaluating therapeutic responses in 3D in vitro
models can enhance the probability of achieving an optimized
response in human patients under clinical trials for magnetic
hyperthermia; only limited investigation in 3D models have
3674 | Nanoscale Adv., 2021, 3, 3663–3680
been performed to date. Designing 3D in vitro tumor models
would aid researchers to conduct rapid experiments on the ways
of cancer progression and development at a lower cost with
limited requirement of in vivo animal models. Optimization of
MHCT based experimental parameters (frequency and magni-
tude of the magnetic eld applied), investigation of penetration
depth and distribution prole of MNPs inside the solid tumors,
bio-availability window of these injected MNPs at the tumor
site, feasibility of re-application of AMF to enhance the thera-
peutic outcome, the extent of mechanical damage or the cellular
stress caused to cells arranged in all the three layers (dividing,
senescent and necrotic) of spheroid cultures, monitoring re-
growth of tumors on re-culturing aer AMF exposure and in-
depth analysis of signal transduction pathways responsible for
both cell death and the acquired thermotolerance in 3D
cultures can widely aid in establishing MHCT as the desired
treatment regime for cancer therapy. Also, magnetic hyper-
thermia treatment could be done with fewer casualties and it
could be more effective and more accurate as per the patient
requirements.

Another important aspect is the personalized medicine,
which by using 3D culturing techniques, researchers could alter
cellular components like expression of certain growth factors or
surface receptors; insertion and/or deletion of specic gene
sequences in the cells, thus mimicking the individual features
of patient’s tumors to better predict the molecular events
associated with the tumor pathogenesis. Such a true replica of
the tumor progression cascade could further augment the in
vitro optimization process of MHCT, enhancing its therapeutic
outcome.

Further, evaluation of scaffolds like hydrogels with varying
crosslinking degree could help in tailoring 3D structures with
different mechanical properties that could resemble different
stages of tumor development. Thus, investigation of MHCT in
such cultures could give a better idea of how cancer cells might
respond or progress aer AMF exposure at different stages of
cancer. The analyses of therapeutic responses in such in vitro
MHCT models may also give a clear picture of the salient
aspects of in vivo neoplasm growth, investigation of oncogene
expression, and better reect the invasive nature of the malig-
nant tissues. Thus, this constitutes a starting point for future
work on developing 3D in vitro tumor models for therapeutic
and diagnostic impact of MHCT against advanced stage
malignancies.
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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